Crane Composites, Inc. Introduces:

ArmorTuf® Lightweight Liner into Truck Body Market in Mexico
Channahon, IL (June 29, 2018) — Crane Composites has
launched its newest ArmorTuf® liner into the Truck Body market in
Mexico. The ArmorTuf Lightweight Liner combines a durable
woven fiberglass and smooth film to create a high-impact liner
designed for truck bodies. This liner was engineered to address
the market’s need for a liner product with the durability and
strength characteristics of a woven product and the smooth
appearance of our ArmorTuf High Impact Liner, all at a
competitive price point. In addition, the ArmorTuf Lightweight
Liner can double as an interior or exterior sidewall liner by
removing or adding our patented Surfaseal® film.
The sidewall liner market in Mexico was quickly trending towards
a lightweight, smooth and woven liner. The technical,
manufacturing, and sales teams in Joliet, IL worked together to
rapidly design, engineer, and produce this extension to our
product line allowing us to gain the specification for several
upcoming truck body builds.
The ArmorTuf Lightweight liner continues to be trialed by top truck body manufacturers across several
fleets for both interior and exterior applications. The Composites team is very proud of this launch into
the Mexican Truck Body market and expects continued great results moving forward.
About Crane Composites
Crane Composites Inc., a subsidiary of Crane Co., is the world's leading provider of fiber-reinforced
composite panels. We combine our expertise in composite material science, process and technology
with a deep understanding of customer needs to deliver innovative products that outperform traditional
metals and woods. Our lightweight composite products deliver unsurpassed strength and durability.
Since 1954, we have continued to pioneer numerous patented technologies for industrial and
commercial product applications. We’ve built a proven reputation for industry leadership by partnering
with customers and suppliers to deliver advanced, industry-leading solutions. Follow Crane Composites
on Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn.
Crane Co. is a diversified manufacturer of highly engineered industrial products. Crane Co. is traded on
the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE:CR).
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